Basic English Grammar With Audio CD, With Answer Key (4th Edition)
Basic English Grammar is a classic developmental skills text for beginning students of English as a second or foreign language. It uses a grammar-based approach integrated with communicative methodologies to promote the development of all language skills. While keeping the same basic approach and materials as in earlier editions, the fourth edition continues to build on the foundation of understanding form and meaning by engaging students in meaningful communication about real actions, real things, and their own lives in classroom context. Several of the new features are:

- Information in the grammar charts highlighting differences between spoken and written English
- Step-by-step writing activities with models for students to follow
- Innovative warm-up exercises that precede the grammar charts and introduce points to be taught
- Newly created exercises to give students more incremental grammar practice
- Structure-based listening exercises that introduce students to relaxed, reduced speech
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**Customer Reviews**

Express service is great, I lived in Apt, he was very careful to wrap my door hidden under the carpet, very intimate, finally I received the book, going to school can be used! This book is great, the future will need to come to his house to buy!

Very good grammar book, if study hard, almost complete basic grammar, thanks.
The title of the book is BASIC English Grammar, I emphasize the word "BASIC". This is perfect for beginners. They don't need, nor probably would understand, 12 verb tenses as BASIC learners. (YA THINK?)

If one were to want a compendium of all the verb tenses and encyclopedic explanations, I would not recommend choosing a BASIC English Grammar textbook, emphasis on the "BASIC"

I bought this book for my wife, she told me it's excellent for beginners.

The charts needed to use the student workbook are contained in this book.

It is a very useful and detailed book. But the third edition is better.

Fantastic!!! 4th edition has everything needed to teach perfect English!

A bit expensive, but AZAR grammar books are the best!
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